
Forged 12r.50 Coupon
15 year old Mitya, has a debt and receives no help from his grumpy 
father. Soliciting the help of his friend Makhin, together they forge a 12 
r. 50 coupon and trick a photoshop owner’s wife into accepting it.

Stupid memo
A “stupid memo” from the Governor sets Mikhailovich in a bad mood.

Fraud and Corrupted Life
Yevgeny intentionally o�oads the forgery on a poor unsuspect-
ing �rewood peddling muzhik, Ivan Mironov. When Ivan tries to 
use the coupon he is wrongfully accused of having committed 
the forgery himself. The law sides with the shopkeeper and a 
disillusioned Mironov turns to a life of horse thievery.
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Marital Dispute
The photoshop owner is non-too pleased with his wife having 
accepted an obviously forged coupon. There is a heated 
argument.

Horse Theft and Corrupted Life
Mironov, now resentful of all gentry, steals three horses from his 
master. Formerly a kind and lenient landlord, when three of his 
horses are stolen Nikolayevich becomes resentful and 
suspicious of the lower castes.

Accusations and Denunciations
Marya eventually �nds Mitya and takes the matter up with his religious 
teacher but is later bribed of by Mitya’s mother. There is nevertheless a 
heated confrontation between the teacher and Mitya’s father. The 
teacher is so upset by this that he changes his name and becomes a 
monk at a faraway monastery.

Aquires Religious Conviction
Makihin is courting, among others, Liza Yeropkin and tells her the story of Stephan 
Pelageyushkin, his murder of Maria Semyonova and subsequent reformation. Liza 
decides she wants to be a religious saint herself.

Interview
Makihin happens to be employed in law and is assigned to interview Stephan 
and learns of his amazing story.

Passed on Religious Conviction
Liza tries to give away all her possessions to the elder at the local monastery. The 
elder has received warning from Lizas father already and declines. However he is 
so inspired by Liza’s conviction that he becomes a famous �rebrand preacher.

Political Inspiration and Persecution
Tyurin is inspired by Nikolayevich benevolent rule and 
becomes an activist. He is found out by incidence during the 
murder investigation and gets put in prison.
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Passed on Religious Conviction
Father Misail is given charge of Elder Isidor after the incident with the Tsar. Upon 
talking to Isidor, however, Misail releases the elder and seven other inmates a 
month later and retires.

Passed on Religious Conviction
Elder Isidor’s fame preceeds him and he is summoned to hold a sermon for the 
Tsar. The sovreign is little impressed with Isidor’s political message, however, and 
sends him of to be imprisoned in the monastery of father Misail. Something has 
gotten through, however, because the Tsar later su�ers nightmares due to a 
budding sense of responsibility he has never had before.
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including gentle samaritan Maria Semyonova.
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Stephan in a rage kills him and is sent to 
prison for the crime.
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Religious Disagreement and Persecution
Ivan is trying to gather mass for his new movement of Christianity but 
the established church will have none of this. Father Misail is called on to 
talk sense to the deviants. He has little success in this but manages to 
in�ame some other villagers. After a violent confrontation, Ivan is sent to 
prison as an apostate.

Happy about Murder
Nikolayevich’s wife is at �rst happy at her husbands murder as she thought he was 
a rather oppressive person.
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The wife testi�es against the peasants who murdered her husband and two of 
them are senteced to be hanged. However when Nataya hears that the 

executioner out of newfound spirituality is refusing to carry out his duties, she is 
inspired and petitions the Tsar to have the murderers pardoned.
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Indi�erence
The Tsar ignores Natalya’s telegram, saying merely that “the law is the law”. The 
story does not tell whether this incident in�uenced the sovreign in his future 
decisions. 
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Desperate, she buys a gun and fails to 
murder the Minister of the Interior. Katya 
is imprisoned and appears to descend into 
madness.
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Desperation
Katya is infatuated with Tyurin and tries to get 
him released.  She has no success.
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Grumpy Dad
Mikhailovitch is grumpy and abusive towards his family as aresult of the stupid memo.
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